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Your Digital Nomad Guide

Welcome to Nomadific. Your one-stop shop resource for Digital Nomads. Travel, lifestyle, business and admin, we cover it all!











About us







 


Everyone wants to become a digital nomad nowadays. The lifestyle is enticing and most people are bored with their regular 9-5 jobs. However, becoming a nomad is not an easy task. It's possible, but you'll have to put work into it.

I've created Nomadific, because I felt like there wasn't a one stop-shop resource for digital nomads. Nomadific is where you can find any information related to digital nomadism. Looking for travel tips, coworking spaces, business advice or read on how to setup a corporation that will allow you to travel, we have all the information for you.

The objective for Nomadific is to build a community of digital nomads. A place you can go to talk and discuss with people that share the same passions and struggles. We have big goals for Nomadific.

Thanks for visiting. We hope you enjoy it!
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Coworking 

6 Best Vetted Coworking Spaces in Scottsdale (Updated 2024)
 2 months ago





 





 


Coworking 

Coworking Space in Bellingham (Our Handpicked Choices)
 3 months ago





 





 


Coworking 

10 Best Coworking Spaces in Charleston, SC (Updated 2023)
 3 months ago





 





 


Coworking 

9 Best Coworking Spaces in Tulsa (Hand-Picked)
 3 months ago
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Country Guides 

Costa Rica for Digital Nomads: Visa, Cost, Best Places & More
 4 months ago




So, you’re seeking a tropical haven as your next place of work? As a digital nomad, there are a myriad of pros and cons that come with choosing to stay in Costa Rica! Costa Rica is a triple threat of...





 








Country Guides 

Expat’s Guide To Grenada: Relocating, Citizenship & Cost of Living
 June 25, 2022




You must have heard about Grenada for a very interesting reason; it is famous for being a producer of amazing spices! The second name of this country is Spice Island, which surely gives it a distinct...





 





 


City Guides 

The Ultimate Guide to Warsaw for Digital Nomads
 October 21, 2021




Warsaw is a popular European city that’s known for its perfect harmony of old architecture and modern structures. That makes it a top destination for Polish locals and travelers alike. Known as the...





 





 


City Guides 

The Ultimate Guide to Sydney for Digital Nomads
 August 26, 2021




We can all agree that Sydney is one of the most vibrant cities around the globe. Aside from its iconic skyline, this city also offers major attractions that can easily catch the attention of...





 





 


City Guides 

The Ultimate Guide to San Jose for Digital Nomads
 August 19, 2021




At the heart of Costa Rica lies its capital and one of its busiest cities – San Jose. Named after Joseph of Nazareth, this populous city houses the country’s political and economic centers. Thanks to...





 





 


Country Guides 

Guatemala for Digital Nomad: Visa, Cost, Best Places & More
 3 months ago




Guatemala is an attractive option for digital nomads looking to experience a rich culture and stay on the low-budget end of the scale. Most people will be able to visit Guatemala visa-free for 90...
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Newsletter
Make sure to subscribe to our newsletter and be the first to know the news.
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